SIMPLE
Anyone can use FINGS™, even the kids.

EASY
Forget the toolkit and the adhesive strips.
All you need is adjustable shelving and FINGS™ hooks.
Insert FINGS™ hook into the pre-drilled 5mm (¼”) hole in your cupboard or shelving unit.

REUSABLE
Move your FINGS™ hooks whenever you want.
Simply pull them out and re-insert again and again.

About Us
At FINGS FOR THIS™ we are in the business of designing and developing great little ideas. We
like to put things in their place and to have a place for them.
FINGS™ hooks cleverly create a new place to hang lightweight items that hadn’t been thought
of before.
Have you ever noticed those little holes drilled in the sides of cupboards and bookshelves? The
“32mm System” is used by cabinet-makers worldwide (including IKEA) to construct adjustable
shelving units.
5mm holes are drilled vertically down the sides of cabinet interiors to allow ‘shelf supports’ to
be inserted.
At FINGS FOR THIS™ we are researching and developing new ways to use this universal system
with great designs for a multitude of purposes.
We sell direct to retailers and also license to manufacture our products.

Where to Buy
FINGS™ hooks are available under the Kaboodle brand through Bunnings Warehouse stores in
Australia and online through lifespace.com.au Wholesale customers: info@fingsforthis.com

Family of Products
FINGS™ are available in 4 designs
The Bar - is 8cm (3”) long so it can hold spice packets, a bottle opener, hair ties or a ball of
string so it doesn’t unravel. The Bar is good for displaying items within easy reach.
The Hook - compact and curved so items won’t fall off, the Hook is great for scissors, precious
earrings and even kitchen utensils.
The Wishbone - designed for your shaver, but it can be used to hang all kinds of things.
The Baby - perfect for hanging single items right where you want them, perhaps a special
necklace, a face towel or your keys.

